
Solitude can help you:
Be more productive, provide a moment to think and
plan, and allow you to get to know yourself better. 

perfect quiet places:
The Gordon Natural Area 
Self-care space at the library 
Campus gardens 

More info here!
7 science-backed reasons you should spend more
time alone.

Identify what you want to achieve: It's important to know
what action you want to accomplish and what type of
outcome you're seeking 
Set a deadline: Creating a deadline helps you refine your
short-term tasks. 
Set milestones, breaking down into smaller tasks: Milestones
help increase your focus and help you envision each step in
your plan. 
Turn your goals into SMART goals: SMART goals are specific,
measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-based 
Document and review progress: Consider recording your
overall goals, tasks, milestones and deadlines. 
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Finding 
a Quiet Place 

on Campus 

Staying Fit
without the Gym:
Winter Edition  

WCU is busy! Wanting to
take a break is healthy
and spending some time
alone can be beneficial

If you are struggling with
motivation, seek out an

exercise partner or group.
Accountability is key! 

Enhances connection with others 
Improves psychological and physical health 
Enhances empathy and lessens aggression 
Leads to better sleep 
Improves self-esteem 
Reduces stress & builds resilience 
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How to track your 
academic progress 
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Benefits of
Practicing Gratitude 
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Watching tv?
Exercise during commercial breaks: crunches, jumping
jacks, and push-ups improve your strength by using
household items or engaging in breathing exercises. 

Living on Campus?
Run or walk around campus!  Gather people for some
activities like dancing, cornhole, or other recreational
games!

Snow day?
Build a snowman, have a snowball fight, go sledding,
and/or shovel your driveway.

Gratitude is taking the time to be thankful and appreciative
of your life. Gratitude can look like taking a few minutes to

yourself, writing in a journal or taking actions. Here are
some benefits of partaking in gratitude.  

More tips on how to
track your Academic

Progress

Find us on Ramconnect
at Wellness Promotion!

More Benefits and
reasons to Practice

Gratitude


